
Animal Evaluation
for A213575 Malone

EVALUATION E21-000980

PERFORMED ON: 02/18/2021

BY: DESIRAE A. CPDT-KA

02/18/21 12:49 Behavior evaluation complete, clear for adoptions. -DEA

02/23/21 09:21 No re-evaluation needed. Future dog meets should be taken slowly and extra adoption counseling should be 

utilized to set up dogs for success in new home. -DEA

COMMENTS

RECOMMENDATION 1

MANDATORY DOG MEET

RECOMMENDATION 3

RECOMMENDATION 2

NO SMALL DOGS/CATS

RECOMMENDATION 4

TEST RESULT NOTES SCORE

LOOK 1- HOLDS GAZE WITH SOFT EYES. ALLOWS HEAD TO BE HE 1

SENSITIVITY 1- LEANS INTO ASSESSOR, SOFT AND LOOSE BODY. 1

TAG 1- FOLLOWS AT END OF LEASH, BODY SOFT, OR LOW AND 1

SQUEEZE 1 1- DOES NOT RESPOND FOR 3 SECONDS. 1

SQUEEZE 2 1- GENTLY PULLS BACK PAW. 1

FOOD 2- FOLLOWS DISH, TAIL DOWN, BODY A BIT STIFF. LIFT 2

TOY 1- SETTLES CLOSE, KEEPS FIRM GRIP. DOG IS LOOSE AN 1

RAWHIDE 1- NO INTEREST. 1

 8TOTAL SCORE:

BEHAVIOR EVALUATION

02/18/21 09:46

Safer Test Results:

Look: On 3rd attempt, tester could hold his head, holds eye contact, at the end pawed at tester's leg, remained loose and 

relaxed.

Sensitivity: Dog is standing, leaning into it, with mouth closed, ears are back and body is loose and relaxed.

Tag: Dog follows at the end of the leash, with loose wagging tail, mouth closed, ears are back, does not engage in play but did 

jump up on the tester at the end.

Squeeze 1: No response for 3 seconds, dog has ears back and mouth closed with body relaxed.

Squeeze 2: Gently pulled his paw away.

Flank (optional):

Food: Dog is eating, has a loose wagging tail, follows dish and continues to eat at the same pace. Resist being pushed out of 

the dish on the left side, but was easier to remove his head from the dish on the right side.

Toy: Dog is sniffing the toy with loose wagging tail , dropped it infront of tester, when tester tried to pick it up the dog picked it 

back up and kept a firm hold on it while having a loose body and loose wagging tail.

Rawhide: Dog picks it up in his mouth and drops it on the ground allowing tester to remove it. - hvm

BEHAVIOR EVALUATION

02/18/21 09:55

Very affectionate and people oriented boy

LOVES attention and being pet all the time

Thinks he's a lap dog and will sit in your lap to give you hugs and kisses

Has a great balanced energy level

Doesn't bark much, mostly quiet
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Very food motivated, LOVES treats

Knows Sit, Paw and Up

LOVES toys especially squeaker toys and tennis balls

Will play fetch with a tennis ball and drop it on command

Walks well on a leash for the most part, does pull at times, recommed no pull harness for walks

NO SMALL DOGS OR CATS/SMALL ANIMALS IN HOME!!! 

Recommend no dog parks due to intense behavior with smaller dogs

BEHAVIOR EVALUATION

02/18/21 12:49

Large dog test: Tested with A213589 (N Boxer mix)

At fence line, test dog greeted with confident body posture, tail above spine level wagging slightly, mouth closed and ears 

back. Briefly sniffed helper dog through the fence then proceeded on his way to explore . Nose to nose, test dog greeted with 

stiff body posture, ears back, tail up but immediately sprang into a play bow and bounced away. Test dog repeatedly walked up 

to helper dog with stiff body posture and then into a play bow several times . 

Small dog test: Tested with A213618 (M American Eskimo mix)

As helper dog walked towards the fence line, test dog displayed confident body posture, ears forward, mouth closed, tail 

straight up, staring at helper dog. Once he was close to the fence, he rushed to the fence and displayed stiff body posture (tail 

up not moving, ears forward, mouth closed, staring at helper dog). Nose to nose, test dog pulled at the ened of the leash to 

greet helper dog while displaying stiff body posture, tail up not moving, ears forward, mouth closed, intently sniffing helper dog. 

Test dog then began to slightly wag his tail side to side and handler was able to redirect him away from focusing on helper dog 

at this point. -DEA

BEHAVIOR DISCLOSURES
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